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D: Memory 1
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G: LCD Display

General Introduction
Press up/down buttons and the table will adjust up and down throughout the height range. The display will show an 
approximate height (inches) from the floor to the top of the table surface. 

Zero Setting
Press and hold both the “Up” and “Down” buttons for approximately five to ten seconds, the table will begin to move down.  
Continue to hold both buttons until the table moves to its lowest factory position (26”). The table is now zero set.

Standard Table Limits
The table comes preset from the factory with upper and lower limits at maximum (51”) and minimum (26”) table heights.   
This Deluxe switch may be used to re-program the upper and lower limits. The standard table switch may then be 
re-attached to the control box and the table will remain functional within the new programed range.

Warning: Zero setting of the table will always bring the table to its lowest factory limit (26”). Be sure to remove items 
from under the table that may cause interference with the table understructure before performing a zero setting operation. 

Programming Upper and Lower Limits
You may choose to program an upper limit or a lower limit independently and keep your factory limit (upper or lower) as 
desired. To do so follow the upper limit or lower limit setting instruction below and then exit the programing mode when 
complete (as listed below):

1. Press and release either the up or down button on the control pad to activate the display.

2. Press and hold the “M” button approximately two seconds until you hear a repetitive “Beeping”. You are now in the 
“Programing mode”

Upper Limit: Adjust the table to your desired upper limit (max 51”), then press and hold the “1” button for two seconds 
and the tone will change to a short repetitive “Beeping” until you release the “1” button. The upper limit is now set.

Lower Limit: Adjust the table to your desired lower limit (min 26”), then press and hold the “3” button for two seconds and 
the tone will change to a short repetitive “Beeping” until you release the “3” button. The lower limit is now set.

Exiting the Programming Mode: Press and hold the “M” button for approximately five seconds and the tone will change 
to a solid “Bee”, continue to hold the “M” button until the “Bee” stops. You have now exited the programming mode.


